We are thankful for the questions raised by the preliminary report. We believe this project should never have been started and is best terminated asap.

The artificial boost given to LNG while Japan was struggling with the aftermath of the Fukushima disaster should not have been allowed by the government of the time.

LNG was perhaps seen as needing this huge amount of power increase potentially available in some seasons only from the site c dam.

We would like to see alternative power on small scales developed as needed. Tidal power could be better investigated.

As in Freiburg Germany roofing of new homes and revamping of older roofs could use roofing which generates solar power.

Though the current investigations are focussing on the financial aspects of the dam the environmental devastation also needs to be costed. We will lose land with much productive potential for food.

The creation of a huge reservoir will release many toxins into the water thus the cost of fishery loss needs to be costed.

The costs of banks eroding into the reservoir and more tension cracks needs quantifying.

The first nations will lose cultural sites and areas of current hunting and other use and this loss is unquantifiable.

Please terminate the site c dam.

sincerely, Fred and Jane Marshall